V ISUA L IDENTITY
GUIDELINES
Consistency is key when looking to apply Spelman
College marks. This brief guide will help in the general
application of these marks.
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The name of Spelman College represents academic excellence, leadership, service and
achievement. Our outstanding reputation is one of our most valuable assets, and allows
us to build on this tradition – not rest on our reputation. To effectively communicate the
Spelman story, our commitment to branding excellence is vital.
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A major branding element in the marketing of Spelman College is its visual identity
program, which consists of these guidelines and a workgroup in the Office of
Communications to advise on their use. The visual identity program has been designed
to support the College’s goals for producing clearly identifiable, high-quality marketing
communications for the public.
These guidelines provide general directions for using the College’s official trademarks
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and symbols, and are by no means comprehensive. To allow for flexibility and creativity
in the production of marketing material, the guidelines do not address every conceivable
application of these trademarks. However, to ensure that the Spelman College brand is
marketed in a consistent and intentional manner, certain elements of its trademarks and
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visual identity must be used in a way that retains their graphic integrity.
The following pages elaborate on the significance of each of these elements and provide
guidelines for their proper use.
The visual identity guidelines are designed for implementation in all internal and external

DOCUMENTATION
Fax Cover Sheet
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marketing materials, including publications, electronic communications and applications.

Other Spelman Symbols
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Int roduct ion

Logo

n Logo Signatures

The image below is the primary logo signature for Spelman College. This

n Logo Signatures 4 Choices

Primary Logo Signature:

logo serves as the cornerstone of the visual identity program and is a

This image used in its entirety
is the primary logo of Spelman
College. It is made up of the
nameplate, tagline, and the
symbol of the College.

signature to identify Spelman College.
The combination of the Sisters Chapel illustration, Spelman’s name, and
the tagline are referred to as the logo signature.

The logo is an integrated design
unit and should not be rearranged
in any way. See page 8 for size and
page 12 for color guidelines.

Logo Type/Nameplate
Logo Mark

Nameplate:

Tagline

It may not always be possible, or necessary, to use the primary logo
signature in its entirety in all applications; alternatives to the primary
logo signature are presented and specified within. Guidelines for

1/2” Tall

This nameplate can be used
in alternative applications to
substitute for the primary logo
above such as when the logo
required must be smaller than
1/2” tall.
See page 9 of this manual for
typographic and size guidelines,
and page 12 for color guidelines.

applying color to the logos are also included in the following pages.

Vertical Logo Signature:
The primary signature, the logo type/nameplate, vertical and rectangular
signatures are available in electronic files and can be downloaded for
reproduction at www.spelman.edu/about-us/logos.

This vertical arrangement of the
College’s symbol and wordmark
can be used in print areas less
than 4” wide.
See page 10 of this manual for
typographic and size guidelines,

Less than 4” wide

and page 12 for color guidelines.

Rectangular Logo Signature:
This configuration may be used as
an alternative for the primary logo
above such as when space does
not permit use of a horizontal logo.
See page 11 of this manual for
typographic and size guidelines, and
page 12 for color guidelines.
4
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Logo

n Primary Logo Signature n Size and Spatial Guidelines

Logo

n Nameplate n Size and Typesetting Guidelines

Sizing Guidelines:

Sizing Guidelines:

The primary logo is horizontal
in nature and should be used
only in situations designed for
a horizontal logo to appear in
legible size and with enough space
surrounding the logo to preserve
its distinct nature. As a rule of
thumb, attempt to make the most
powerful, or noticeable, visual
statement possible with your
choice of logo signature.

The nameplate is very horizontal
in nature like the primary logo but
can be useful in situations where
artwork cannot be used.

The logo to the right is the
minimum 1/2” height that is
recommended for reproduction of
this horizontal logo.
The logo to the right is smaller
than the minimum height recommended. When less than a 1/2”
height logo is needed, use one of
the alternatives provided on the
following pages.

One example is on a fax transmission
cover sheet where space is limited
and reproduction poor. Another
example is a small space black and
white ad.
It can be reproduced successfully in
sizes as small as the minimum size
of 10 point type.

1/2” Tall

1/2” Tall

X

Maintain at least as much white
space around the logo in the areas
shown to the right inside the
dotted line. The protective area
of the logo is defined according to
the height module of the “ n ”.

Do not obstruct the white space
designated above with any type or
other printed art, rules, borders,
or color.
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The nameplate can be produced
simply with typesetting.
The official Upper and Lower Case
Bodoni Book typeface must be used
with 0 points of tracking.
The nameplate must not be set:
in any other typeface or font. The
nameplate must not be broken into
two lines. The nameplate must not
be bolded, italicized, set in lighter
type, or any other weight of Bodoni.
The nameplate must not be set in
all caps or small caps. The tracking
must not be decreased or increased.

Spatial Guidelines:

The logo must always fit into the
protective area, which cannot
be obstructed by other graphic
elements that could hinder
legibility of the brand.

Typographic Guidelines:

X

Welcome to

Spelman College®

Minimum size to
use Nameplate is
10 Point type.

Spelman College®
Bodoni Book, 0 point tracking, upper and lower case .

X
X
X
X
X

Spelman College
Spelman
College
Spelman College
Spelman College
Spelman College
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Logo

Logo

n Vertical Logo Signature n Size and Spatial Guidelines

n Rectangular Logo Signature n Size and Spatial Guidelines

Sizing Guidelines:

Rectangular Logo Signature:

The vertical logo should be used
only in situations designed for a
more square than horizontal logo.
An example would be a static
sticker, bookbag or sportswear
applications such as a T-shirt or
cap.

This configuration may be used as an
alternative for the primary logo such
as when space does not permit use
of a horizontal logo.

Sizing Guidelines:
The rectangular logo signature may
only be used in applications when
the primary logo is unable to appear
in legible size and with enough space
surrounding the logo to preserve its
distinctive nature. As a rule of
thumb, attempt to make the most
powerful, or noticeable, visual
statement possible with your choice
of logo signature.

The name of the College on the
vertical logo should always meet
the regulation 10 point minimum
type size.
As a rule of thumb, attempt to
make the most powerful, or
noticeable visual statement
possible with your choice of logo.

Spelman College®
Minimum size to
use Nameplate is
10 Point type.

Spatial Guidelines:
Maintain a minimum amount of
white space around the logo in the
areas shown to the right inside the
dotted line, depending on the size
of the logo. The protective area
of the logo is defined according to
the height module of the “ n ”.

The logo to the right is the minimum
1/2” height that is recommended for
reproduction of this horizontal logo.
The logo to the right is smaller than
recommended. When less than a
1/2” height logo is needed, use one
of the alternatives provided.

X

Spatial Guidelines:
Maintain at least as much white
space around the logo in the areas
shown to the left inside the dotted
line. The protective area of the logo
is defined according to the height
module of the “ n ”.

Do not obstruct the white space
designated above with any type or
other printed art, rules, borders,
or color.

Text
Overlapping

X
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Text

Text

X

Text
Too Close

1/2” Tall

X
X X
1/2” Tall

Text
Overlapping

Welcome

X

Text Too Close

Do not obstruct the white space
designated above with any type or
other printed art, rules, borders,
or color. Do not place the logo too
close to a fold or edge of a printed
document.
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Color

n Logo Signature in Color

Sp elma n Colors

n Pantone and Equivalents

Preferred Color Usage for
Primary Logo Signature:
Whenever a two-color opportunity
in print arises, the preferred use
of color is shown at right. The
nameplate and the symbol of the
College print PMS 2748 blue.
Additional type that appears on
the page with the PMS 2748 blue
logo, should print black. This
allows the logo to stand apart
visually as a unit. However, the
primary logo signature can be
printed in any of the following
that will give maximum contrast,
and therefore readability, to the
background color used: black,
white, PMS 283 blue or PMS 2748
blue.

Vertical Logo Signature:
Same guidelines as the primary logo
signature. See right.

Rectangular Logo Signature:
Same guidelines as the primary logo
signature. See below right.

50%
PANTONE 2748

20%
PANTONE 2748

100%
PANTONE 2748

50%
PANTONE 2748

20%
PANTONE 2748

Pantone®
2748
CMYK Values: C100 M88 Y0 K14
RGB Values: R42 G59 B134
WEB Value: #2a3b86

Preferred Color Usage for
Nameplate:
Same guidelines as the primary logo
signature. See right.

100%
PANTONE 2748

Pantone®
283
CMYK Values: C35 M9 Y0 K0
RGB Values: R164 G196 B233
WEB Value: #a4c4e9

Refer to previous page in this manual for proper application of color to the logo
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St at ioner y Guidelines

St ationer y Guidelines

n Institutional Letterhead

n Institutional Letterhead

*letterhead shown at 50% of actual size

*letterhead shown at 50% of actual size

Effective typewritten format of
letter on institutional letterhead

The institutional stationery
features a two-color version of
the stationery program and must
be used for all of the College’s
general external communications,
and official documents only.

Position of body of letter:
Left margin of letter is aligned
with Logo wordmark at 1” from
left trim of page. Maintain 1”
right margin for correspondence.
Baseline of typeset date of letter
begins 2” from top trim of page.

Quantities of this letterhead can
be ordered through the College’s
purchasing department.
The layout, typography, and
ink color should be specified to
printer exactly as the guidelines
appear on this page.

Spelman

Ms. Alice Smith
Any School
1234 Any Street
Anytown, USA 12345

Qborporum :
Optat earis velis ea aut laut et, volendit, soluptae venducieni verum, od quaspedia prest odit ut eaquiat esequos ma plaut voluptas min pratem fuga. Fugiam, con con nonsequ iatibus, as si cuptaturis raescim aximincima veribust quae. Nem non reresecto eum, coraturi ipienda nimolen ienimusda sapic tessitiis earia consedi
ipsusa volupta erovit evelitaest ut volorero que moloruptatum dolorib usandis modistrunt ra enda plandae qui
reptassimus num fugitio es arum liquam dolupta tiissi temporum et accabor sitetur?

Baseline of last line of letter
should not exceed 1” from bottom
of trim of page without continuing
letter on a second sheet.

Ugitin pratur? Necto et, sit ut am, ut velliquodi arum que es modis voluptae quia ditia de quia corro dolupta
sus dent, , offictur antibus et, ium aut ipsaperchit et occae culland isquamus ipiet asperiore sint fugiatibus ea
dolorro te mo des etur? Adi aspitatint omnis aliquibusda dolupidera dit inverit quibus.
Ur aut ullupta venihil itiatur rehenecus ut, volo omnisquas eum adisqui vitas etur? Qui ut ellic tempedia qui
veni ut landa doluptaquae. Um adite cor solorest aditatio magnam re porehen tiorem iunt.

Style of type in Body of Letter:
This includes salutation, etc. Set
in 11 point Bodoni Book with 16
points of linespace or leading.
0 points of tracking. Flush left,
rag right margins. No paragraph
indent. Use one extra linespace
between paragraphs to indicate a
new paragraph.

The logomark and wordmark
print in Pantone 2748 blue.
All other type appearing on
the various stationery pieces
(letterhead, or envelope, or
business card) prints in black.

Spelman College 350 Spelman Lane, SW Atlanta, Georgia 30314-4399

Paper Stock
Strathmore Writing Wove
Ultimate White 70 lb. with custom
Spelman localized watermark.
Size of a Document
8.5 x 11 in. (Standard US Letter)

Laborporum et restios que rerum cupictatempe dolecti squidusam estio que none res dolorem id que atquid
erum qui nem aut dolut aut et ut que por sitatur autecea turectas debis dolorias re amus et incipit ut volut
volupta sperepuda dia el imoluptatur aut restrum quam nus commoluptae ilicill ameniscia inulpa nobit que
vendaec eatisi temporeium is ad magnis ma vel imperspelis dolupta ssequiae nobis vent etus ma nimin nulpa
quasin nam earum faccabo rporehent pe cus si si nonesse quibus aliquibusda dolupidera dit inverit quibus.
Sint, voluptatus non eatume nimolestrum, iduci deliqui del endesti usandandia volorum quam exerrunt occupta suntis pre et debitia volupta quosus maiorep turibero milit autat ad maio verspid moluptat ab in eserore
mpelit quis aut porestem. Alis reruptatiam ipictur reri omnima veliquam sam doluptatur as es quo dolorro
torendit quunda se liti deria consequi as sunt. Ut aute earum faceatisto iduntio quia am qui reruptatus aruptat
usapici atinus utat. Moluptatur? Rae et molum voloria am rem int, quibeatecus molectur sedi nobit pratur.

Sincerely,
Jan Tischold, Typographer
JT/jt

350 Spelman Lane, SW Box 1631 Atlanta, Georgia 30314-4399

www.spelman.edu

1 in

The Contact Information
Bodoni Book font, 10 point

www.spelman.edu

1 in

2 in

All institutional stationery must
be printed only on the specified
paper with a custom watermark
made into the paper itself. No
substitutions of any other paper
may be made for letterhead
printing.

May 10, 2013

Address Line
Baseline of address line is 1/2”
from bottom trim of page. Typeset
in Bodoni Book font, 8 point.

May 10, 2013
Ms. Alice Smith
Any School
1234 Any Street
Anytown, USA 12345

Qborporum :
Optat earis velis ea aut laut et, volendit, soluptae venducieni verum, od quaspedia prest odit ut eaquiat esequos ma plaut voluptas min pratem fuga. Fugiam, con con nonsequ iatibus, as si cuptaturis raescim aximincima veribust quae. Nem non reresecto eum, coraturi ipienda nimolen ienimusda sapic tessitiis earia consedi
ipsusa volupta erovit evelitaest ut volorero que moloruptatum dolorib usandis modistrunt ra enda plandae qui
reptassimus num fugitio es arum liquam dolupta tiissi temporum et accabor sitetur?
Ugitin pratur? Necto et, sit ut am, ut velliquodi arum que es modis voluptae quia ditia de quia corro dolupta
sus dent, , offictur antibus et, ium aut ipsaperchit et occae culland isquamus ipiet asperiore sint fugiatibus ea
dolorro te mo des etur? Adi aspitatint omnis aliquibusda dolupidera dit inverit quibus.
Ur aut ullupta venihil itiatur rehenecus ut, volo omnisquas eum adisqui vitas etur? Qui ut ellic tempedia qui
veni ut landa doluptaquae. Um adite cor solorest aditatio magnam re porehen tiorem iunt.

Position of Logo
Baseline of wordmark is 1” from
top trim of page. Logo is flush left
at 9/16” from left trim of page.

Laborporum et restios que rerum cupictatempe dolecti squidusam estio que none res dolorem id que atquid
erum qui nem aut dolut aut et ut que por sitatur autecea turectas debis dolorias re amus et incipit ut volut
volupta sperepuda dia el imoluptatur aut restrum quam nus commoluptae ilicill ameniscia inulpa nobit que
vendaec eatisi temporeium is ad magnis ma vel imperspelis dolupta ssequiae nobis vent etus ma nimin nulpa
quasin nam earum faccabo rporehent pe cus si si nonesse quibus aliquibusda dolupidera dit inverit quibus.
Sint, voluptatus non eatume nimolestrum, iduci deliqui del endesti usandandia volorum quam exerrunt occupta suntis pre et debitia volupta quosus maiorep turibero milit autat ad maio verspid moluptat ab in eserore
mpelit quis aut porestem. Alis reruptatiam ipictur reri omnima veliquam sam doluptatur as es quo dolorro
torendit quunda se liti deria consequi as sunt. Ut aute earum faceatisto iduntio quia am qui reruptatus aruptat
usapici atinus utat. Moluptatur? Rae et molum voloria am rem int, quibeatecus molectur sedi nobit pratur.

1 in

Sincerely,
Jan Tischold, Typographer
JT/jt
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350 Spelman Lane, SW Box 1631 Atlanta, Georgia 30314-4399

www.spelman.edu
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St at ioner y Guidelines

St ationer y Guidelines

n Example of Administrative Office Letterhead

n Office of the President Letterhead

*letterhead shown at 50% of actual size

The Administrative Office
stationery features a two-color
version of the stationery program
and must be used for all of
the College’s general external
communications, and official
documents only.

JANE DOE
PR Specialist

OFFICE OF PUBLIC RELATIONS/COMMUNICATIONS
PHONE 404-681-3643 | E-MAIL: PUBLICRELATIONS@SPELMAN.EdU

Additional quantities of this
letterhead can be ordered by the
College’s purchasing department.
The layout, typography, and
ink color should be specified to
printer exactly as the guidelines
appear on this page.

Spelman

The only typesetting change when
ordering Administrative Office
stationery is the name of the
office, the name of the person in
the office, and the title and phone
number of that person.
The logomark and wordmark
print Pantone 2748 blue. All other
type appearing on the printed
letterhead prints black.
All Administrative Office stationery
must be printed only on the
specified paper with a custom
watermark made into the paper
itself. No substitutions of any
other paper may be made for
letterhead printing.
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*letterhead shown at 50% of actual size

The Office of the President’s
stationery features a two-color
version of the stationery program.
Additional quantities of this
letterhead can be ordered by the
College’s purchasing department
by authorized personnel.
The layout, typography, and ink
color should be specified to the
printer exactly as the guidelines
appear on this page.
The logomark and wordmark
print Pantone 2748 blue. All other
type appearing on the printed
letterhead prints black.

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
PHONE 404-681-3643

MARY SCHMIDT CAMPBELL, Ph.D.
President

Spelman

All institutional stationery must
be printed only on the specified
paper with a custom watermark
made into the paper itself. No
substitutions of any other paper
may be made for letterhead
printing.

Spelman College

350 Spelman Lane, SW

Atlanta, Georgia 30314-4399

www.spelman.edu

Paper Stock
Strathmore Writing Wove
Ultimate White 70 lb. standard US
letter size sheet (8.5 x 11 inches)
with custom Spelman localized
watermark.

NOTE: This is not to be confused
with the President’s personal
stationery program

Spelman College 350 Spelman Lane, SW Atlanta, Georgia 30314-4399 www.spelman.edu

Paper Stock
Strathmore Writing Wove
Ultimate White 70 lb. standard US
letter size sheet (8.5 x 11 inches)
with custom Spelman localized
watermark.
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St at ioner y Guidelines

**Envelope and mailing label shown at 40% of actual size

1/4 in
3/4 in

The general Institutional mailing
label and #10 envelope will
be used for all of the College’s
external communications.

n Institutional #10 Envelope, Mailing label

PO Box 1551
350 Spelman Lane SW
Atlanta, Georgia
30314-4399

The logomark and wordmark
print in Pantone 2748 blue. All
other type appearing on the
envelope, and mailing label print
in black.
Position of Logo on #10 envelope:
Baseline of wordmark is 3/4” from
top trim of page. Logo is flush left
at 1/4” from left trim of page.
Typographic style follows
letterhead.
11/16 in

7/8 in

Position of Logo on Mailing Label:
Baseline of wordmark is 7/8” from
top trim of page. Logo is flush left
at 11/16” from left trim of page.
Typographic style follows
letterhead.

#10 Envelope Paper Stock:
Strathmore Writing Label Wove
Virgin Ultimate White. #10
envelope with standard flap. 70 lb.
(virgin is defined as a sheet of
paper with no watermark).

PO Box 1551
350 Spelman Lane SW
Atlanta, Georgia
30314-4399

Mailing Label Paper Stock:
Strathmore Writing Label Wove
Virgin Ultimate White. 70 lb.
pressure sensitive, permanent
adhesive stock with crack and
peel-off backing. (virgin is defined
as a sheet of paper with no
watermark)
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St ationer y Guidelines

The Institutional business card,
mailing label and #10 envelope
will be used for all of the College’s
academic departmental external
communications. Business cards,
however, will bear individual
department names, academicians’
names and titles.*
The logomark and wordmark
print in Pantone 2748 blue. All
other type appearing on the
envelope, mailing label and
business card print in black.
Follow these type specs for
a person’s name, title and
department when ordering:

n Academic Departmental Business Card

*Business Card shown at 100% of actual size

Business Card Paper Stock:
Strathmore Writing Wove Ultimate
White 80 lb. Cover virgin stock.
(virgin is defined as a sheet of
paper with no watermark)

Style of type for Personal Name
and Academic Department
identification: Set in 8 point
Bodoni Book, small caps with
large initial caps, with 11 points of
linespace or leading. 0 points of
tracking.
Style of type for Person’s
Title: Set in 6 point Bodoni
Book Italic. Upper and lower case,
with 11 points of linespace or
leading. 0 points of tracking.
*Business cards can be ordered
from Purchasing Department.
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St at ioner y Guidelines

Position of logo on all
miscellaneous envelopes:
Baseline of wordmark is 3/4”
from top trim of page. Logo is
flush left at 1/4” from left trim of
page. Typographic style follows
letterhead.
Some common size envelopes
that would fall in this category are
listed below:
– Monarch Envelope
– Catalogue #10 1/2 (9x12)
– Booklet #9 1/2 (9x12)
– Business Announcement Size
– #10 Peel and Seal
– #10 Window Envelope
– Monarch Window Envelope

**Envelope and mailing label shown at 40% of actual size

1/4 in

n Fax Cover Sheet

To obtain a facsimile cover sheet, go to www.spelman.edu/communications-office.

3/4 in

All envelopes other than the
standard #10 size should print
with the same color break, logo,
address and typographic style as
the institutional #10 envelope.

Reproduction Quality Document s

n Miscellaneous Envelopes

Division of institutional aDvancement
PO Box 1551
350 Spelman Lane SW
Atlanta, Georgia
30314-4399

**Envelope and mailing label shown at 50% of actual size

FAX TrAnsmiTTAl

350 Spelman Lane, SW
Atlanta, Georgia
30314-4399

Paper Stock if Converting:
Strathmore Writing Ultimate
White Wove 28 lb.
Paper Stock if prefabricated
envelope available: Strathmore
Writing Ultimate White Wove 28 lb.
Paper Stock if above envelope not
available: Standard White wove
28 lb. prefabricated envelope.

To:

Fax number:

From

Date

From Department/Fax Number

Page (+Cover)

From Department/Phone Number

Urgent

For review

For reply/Comment

FYi

noTes

Confidentiality Notice:
The document(s) accompanying this fax contain(s) confidential and/ or legally privileged information intended for use only by the
recipient named above. Disclosing, copying, distributing, or taking action on the information by anyone other than the intended
recipient is strictly prohibited.
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O t her Sp elma n Sy mb ols

n The Seal

Proper Use of the Spelman
College Seal
The seal of a college or university
is intended to signify an official
document from the institution. Its
use should be limited to diplomas,
honorary degrees, transcripts,
awards and citations from the Board
of Trustees and the President, as
well as for publications that are
produced for formal events (such
as Commencement or Presidential
Inauguration).

TM

It should not be used as a
decoration nor should it be printed
on paraphernalia, unofficially
amended or changed in any way.
The Spelman Seal is a Registered
Trademarke symbol.

TM

Full Color Separations
PMS 297 Blue
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Full Color Separations
Black
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This guide is also available for download and printing at:
http://www.spelman.edu/about-us/administration/communications

